There's more to the London Aire Travel Trailer than meets the eye. At first glance, you'll observe its streamlined, aerodynamically shaped, dove-gray exterior. Next, you'll probably notice its inviting, richly appointed interior.

What you won't see, but you'll undoubtedly recognize, are the years of experience and research that stand behind each London Aire Travel Trailer. Team that up with our advanced technology and engineering, and the result is one very sophisticated vehicle. We've put lots of thought into the many floor plans. And our interior decorators have created color packages that are absolutely luscious.

With its huge offering of luxurious standard features — oven/range with bi-fold cover, double sink, sofa bed, AM-FM stereo radio, fiberglass shower with adjustable-height shower head, and more — you'll love the luxury, love the quality, inside and out.

*How you travel is as important as where you travel... London Aire.*
FIFTH WHEELS

As you stroll through the London Aire Fifth Wheel imagine what it would be like to travel in this kind of opulence. Think of just a few of the possibilities: relaxing in a comfortable upholstered chair ... preparing gourmet delights in the London Aire's well-appointed kitchen ... getting a really good night's sleep in the elegantly furnished and decorated master bedroom. Think of being able to take all this with you — anywhere!

Now you're beginning to get the picture: luxury, style and comfort on wheels. Pull-out pantry, richly grained oak cabinets, 3-mirror bathroom cabinet, handsome paneling and plush carpeting are just the beginning of our list of standard features on this luxurious Fifth Wheel.

There are numerous floor plans, decor packages and optional extras to suit even the most discriminating traveler.

How you travel is as important as where you travel ... London Aire.
The London Aire Mini Home is a luxury you deserve and once you've seen it, you'll be convinced that it's also a luxury you don't want to live without!

Upon first inspection, you will note its classic interior design. Elegant furnishings. Gracious, subdued colors. Fine oak cabinets and paneling.

A closer look will reveal such amenities as beautifully coordinated draperies and soft shades and an unusually spacious bath with handsome vanity and brilliant lighting system.

Study the London Aire Mini even further. You'll detect a certain finesse — an attention to quality — present in every aspect of the vehicle. It's there in the engineering, styling, appearance, throughout. And it all says, "Luxury."

*How you travel is as important as where you travel... London Aire.*
CLASS A MOTOR HOMES

When we asked London Aire Motorhome owners what they liked best about their vehicles, we got all kinds of answers.

Some fashion-wise buyers applauded the top-of-the-line fabrics we've used. Some owners focused on the oak cabinetry we've installed. Others were excited about the many ingenious floor plans we have created. Still others raved about the impressive roster of standard offerings ... like large tinted safety windows, roof air conditioner, power vented bath, electronic ignition, water heater, and more.

Some just enjoyed the gracious home-like feeling that fills every London Aire Class A Motorhome.

What will you like about this luxurious coach? Inside and out, top to bottom, you'll like it all.

How you travel is as important as where you travel ... London Aire.